Pyongyang, October 2 (KCNA) -- The emergency anti-epidemic units at all levels are directing great efforts
to taking measures for thoroughly checking the inroads of COVID-19 in a scientific way.
The central emergency anti-epidemic agency is applying scientific methods to laying an anti-virus barrier. It
works hard to establish a stricter control and guidance system to ensure that utmost vigilance is maintained by
every unit in its emergency anti-epidemic work without a moment's indolence, slackness, self-complacency
and carelessness.
It is pushing ahead with the development and production of highly efficacious disinfectant and with the study
and application of effective sterilizing methods for scientifically ensuring the anti-epidemic work in close
contact with education and scientific research institutions.
The emergency anti-epidemic units across the country are introducing into preventing COVID-19 the
methods suiting the local natural, geographical, social and economic conditions.
In the areas along borders, coasts and the demarcation line, strict anti-epidemic measures have been taken to
firmly consolidate the anti-virus barrier and citizens are urged to voluntarily observe the rules of conduct.
The units handling imports are carrying out disinfection in a responsible manner while making preparations
for introducing new sterilizing methods and equipment.
In the areas where the campaign for recovery from damage by natural disasters is underway, anti-epidemic
workers are urged to fulfill their role. Officials of the units involved in recovery project pay primary attention
to the anti-epidemic work as well as the recovery project after establishing a scientific examination and
disinfection system to thoroughly check the inroads of the malignant virus.
All the citizens across the country are strongly urged to disinfect their hands and wear masks as specified in
the rules, keep their working places and living environments neat and tidy in terms of hygiene and culture and
strictly observe the anti-epidemic rules in restaurants, shops and public traffic means. -0-

